STATION 1:
1)

Explain the benefit of saprotrophic bacteria/fungi.

2)

In what two ways do Archaea differ from true bacteria?

3)

When transitioning from a low power to a higher
power on a microscope, describe what happens to each
of the following:
a. size of the field of view (increases/decreases)
b. size of the image (increases/decreases)
c. working distance (increases/decreases)
d. field of view (lighter/darker)
e. resolution (increases/decreases)
f. depth of focus (reduced/enhanced)

4)

If the field of view for this particular setting of the
microscope is 2 mm, what is the approximate length of
each cell?

STATION 2:
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5)

What is section A called?

6)

What is the reason for the negative slope of section D?

7)

Cells are most sensitive to penicillin during which phase
(write the name of the phase) of the growth curve?

8)

If there are 103 cells per mL at the middle of the phrase
in the previous question, and the generation time of the
cells is 30 minutes, how many cells will there be 2 hours
later?

9)

How does the streak plate method separate individual
cells?

STATION 3:
Match each type of microscope to its corresponding image and
description.
i.

includes two prisms that add
contrasting colors to the image.

11) Dark Field

ii.

12) Phase
Contrast

uses a laser beam of light to scan
various depths in the specimen.

iii.

most widely used microscope

iv.

effective for visualizing living cells
that would be distorted by drying or
heat or that can’t be stained with
usual methods

15) Confocal

v.

16) Scanning
Electron

creates extremely detailed threedimensional view of specimen

vi.

includes a UV radiation source and a
filter that protects the viewer’s eyes

10) Bright Field

13) DifferentialInterference
14) Fluorescence

vii. used for live specimens; especially, to
view internal cell details

STATION 3 (IMAGE SHEET):

STATION 4:

17) What type of microscope is this?
18) Which letter(s) is/are involved in determining total
magnification?
19) Identify the letter pointing to the coarse adjustment knob.
20) Which part of the microscope is identified at letter G?
21) What is the function of the part of the microscope at letter J?

STATION 5:
22) What happens to the DNA and some of the cytoplasm
during spore formation?
23) What is the difference between terminal and central
sporulation?
24) What is one way to destroy spores?
25) What is the purpose of a cyst?
26) Name two conditions that can trigger the formation of a
cyst.
27) What is a serial dilution and what is the purpose of it?

STATION 6:
Identify the disease associated with each description.
28) symptoms include sudden onset of sever vomiting and
diarrhea, highly contagious, commonly spread through food or
water that is contaminated during preparation or
contaminated surfaces
29) caused by parasite that lives in intestines and passed in the
stool of the infected, parasite is protected by outer shell that
allows it to survive outside the body for long periods of time,
resistant to chlorine-based disinfectants, most common cause
of waterborne disease in the United States
30) symptoms include diarrhea, abdominal cramps, muscle pain,
fever, the infection is acquired by eating raw or undercooked
contaminated meat
31) causes behavior changed the may include hyper-excitability
and nervousness, symptoms include excessive salivation,
drooling, grinding of teeth
32) type of lung infection caused by inhaling spores, the spores are
found in soil and in the droppings of bats and birds, symptoms
include chest pains, dry or nonproductive cough, fever
33) rare but serious illness caused by a toxin that attacks the
body’s nerves, symptoms include weakness of muscles that
control the eyes, face, mouth, and throat but this weakness
may spread to neck, arms, torso, and legs

STATION 7:
34) Name two ways to prevent antibiotic resistance.
35) Why are many gram-negative organisms intrinsically
resistant to certain drugs?
36) What is acquired resistance?
Answer gram-positive or gram-negative to match each
description below.
37) thick layer of peptidoglycan
38) purple color when stained and looked at through
microscope
39) no teichoic acids
40) no porin proteins
41) outer membrane present
42) periplasm present
43) sensitive to periplasm

STATION 8:
Rank the following commonly known microbes in order of
increasing size (Questions 44-51).
Amoeba, Diatoms, Influenza virus, Rhinovirus, E. coli, Yeast,
Staphylococcus, Lactobacillus
44)
45)
46)
47)
48)
49)
50)
51)
52) Convert 3290000 micrometers to millimeters.
53) If microbe X is 0.30 micrometers and microbe Y is
0.00001 centimeters, which is larger?

STATION 9:
54) What is a dead zone?
55) Explain the phrase “colonization of a host”.
56) Name a symbiotic bacterium in your gut.
57) What is the word prion short for?
For questions 58-69, name 3 food borne diseases.
58) Illness #1
59) Illness #2
60) Illness #3

STATION 10:
For questions 61-66, match each image of bacteria (letter) to
each shape below.
61) Bacillus
62) Coccobacillus
63) Coccus
64) Spirochete
65) Spirillum
66) Vibrio
67) What is the term which describes bacteria that
characteristically vary in their shape?
68) When water or nutrients are depleted, cells aggregate to
form a structure. What is this structure called?

STATION 10 (IMAGE SHEET):

STATION 11:
69) What is the endosymbiotic theory?
70) State two pieces of evidence that supports the endosymbiont
theory.
71) What is the function of the mitochondrion?
72) What is the function of the chloroplast?
73) What does the nucleus contain?
74) What part of the nucleus is ‘a’ pointing to?
75) What part of the nucleus is ‘b’ pointing to?
76) What part of the nucleus is ‘c’ pointing to?
77) What part of the nucleus is ‘d’ pointing to?
78) What part of the nucleus is ‘e’ pointing to?

STATION 12:
Write the name of the microbe (virus{V}, bacteria{B}, fungi{F},
algae{A}, parasitic worm{PW}, prion{P}) that causes each of the
following diseases for questions 79-84.
79) White Nose Syndrome
80) Thrush
81) Measles
82) Chronic Wasting Disease
83) Ringworm
84) Peptic Ulcer Disease
Answer true or false to the following set of questions.
85) Bacteria are usually smaller than viruses.
86) Bacteria and viruses can be susceptible to antibiotics.
87) Bacteria and viruses invade and multiply within the host by
evading the immune system.
88) Viruses tend to target specific tissues/cells in the host.
89) Bacteria and viruses can be seen on a non-electron microscope.

STATION 13:
A. Anthrax
B. Dengue fever
C. Athlete’s foot
D. Pinworm
E. Malaria
F. Kuru
90) Identify two modes of prevention for disease D.
91) Identify one mode of treatment for disease A.
92) Identify two modes of prevention for disease E.
93) Identify one mode of treatment for disease B.
94) Identify one mode of prevention for disease B.
95) Identify one mode of treatment for disease E.
96) Identify one mode of prevention for disease A.
97) Identify one mode of treatment for disease F.

STATION 14:
98)

State whether streak plating is a good way to
accomplish each of these tasks (write yes or no).
(a) evenly distributing bacteria on a plate
(b) obtain pure and isolated colonies
(c) quantify the numbers of cells in a sample

99)

Why is it important to use a new inoculation loop for
each section of a streak plate? What happens if you
do not use a new inoculation loop for each streak?

100)

You are given a tube labeled as 5 x 108 CFUs/mL and
are given the task to find out if this label is correct.
However, you only have one petri dish to work with.
How many 10-fold dilutions should you make so
that plating 10 microliters of diluted culture gives
you a number of colonies that can be reliably
counted (between 30 and 300 colonies)? And how
many colonies would you expect to see? Please
show your work.

STATION 15:
101)

What does it mean if a fungus is dimorphic?

102)

If a species of fungi is saprobic, how do they obtain
their nutrients?

103)

What is the layer of proteinaceous subunits that
makes up the cell wall in most archaea known as?

104)

(True or False) Archaea are not susceptible to
antibacterial agents such as lysozyme and
penicillin.

105)

Is anthrax caused by a gram-positive or gramnegative bacterium?

106)

Is whooping cough caused by a gram-positive or
gram-negative bacterium?

107)

Is legionnaires’ disease cause by a gram-positive or
gram-negative bacterium?

